Assembly Instructions for Mylar Pinwheel Spinners

1. Find the plastic locking hub located in a separate bag. Remove plastic tube, pressure washer and locking cap from horizontal rod.

2. On the horizontal rod slide on the flat pinwheel, the plastic spacer tube and then the pin portion of the plastic locking hub.

3. Starting with any pinwheel panel, line up the holes on the panel with the locking hub pins.

4. Continue in a circle lining up the holes on the remaining panels. After you finish with the last pinwheel panel place the small Mylar circle piece on the hub.

5. Once all panels and the finishing circle are aligned on the plastic hub push the locking portion of the hub in place.

6. Place the pressure washer and locking cap on the horizontal rod to complete assembly. Put together fiberglass pole and insert into ground stake.

Note: if you need to make adjustments to the position of the pinwheel panels use a flat head screwdriver to carefully pry the hub apart.